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Civic-minded, Oklahoma-native Ken Archer wins this
issue’s coveted title. A would-be friend of both the
left and the right, Ken is a clever and unscrupulous
social climber. One generally encounters him in the
Campus Center consulting with the various liars and
toads who spearhead Tufts’ politically correct movements. The young opportunist recently seized the
limelight by organizing the campus custodian-lovers movement.
As its name implies, The Tufts Coalition for
Fair Employment advocates !‘fair” markets rather
than free ones. Archer recently declared the
organization’s purpose was “to educate and inform the
people who don’t know this affects 9s.” The young
pedant then delivered this dizzying analysis: “Once
the administration ... treats individuals as a
group, then they look at them as figures.
They put them into one large figure trying to
get them down into one small figure.”
Talk like that may win Ken a position on the
TCU Senate, a friendship with Dean Royer, and
maybeeven atemporary love-in with Michael Stickings.
It might even fulfill his life-long goal of heading a
dream-team of the self-anointed cultural elite of Tufts
University. But its shallownessand sheer stupidity prove
that Mr. Proletariat has spent too much time studying
under the small minds that dominate our faculty.

G
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But such sanctimonious drivel won’t fool us. There is a
simple correlation the bandanna-clad warrior must
not forget: that “large figure” Ken would expand
indefinitely appears twice a year on each of OUI
bursar’s bills. IfKen wants to waste his own money
to support his janitorial comrades, let him start up
a collection. But don’t force us to drop a buck in
the pot.
If Ken and his buddies cared so much about
custodians, they would channel their energies
through a more sensibfe and less sensational medium. They could, for example, long ago have told our
socially conscious students to stop urinating and v‘omiting
all over the floors of dormitory bathrooms. After all, the
custodians have in recent days been proclaimed to be “like
members of our families.”
Here at Tufts, we are trying to build a university so that
Ken and his charlatan friends can get the necessary
credentials to become establishment hotshots some
day. And, likeit or not, Ken, ittakes money to do that.
Admittedly, banishing principle in search of
prestige and self-aggrandizement is the best way to get
your name in The Daily, but it will earn Ken nothing but
deserved ridicule and contempt from this journal. Ken’s
pandering to each and every special interest, his love for all
that is bureaucratic, and his disdain for common sense make
him a true Fool on the HiIl.

’ Voice of Reason for Just $25!
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Live Free or Die

f

State Senator and gubernatorial candidate Michael Barrett (DCambridge) proposed a sweeping new law that will force gun
owners to buy $250,000worth of insurance. Barret claims that gun
owners should be forced to buy the insurance so that they can pay
for any damage their guns might cause. In a state with some of the
strictest gun control laws in the nation, Barrett’s proposal will only
further limit the constitutional rights of law-abiding citizens to
possess firearms.
Though it may not explicitly be a tax, it requires owners to buy
insurance beforegetting a gunlicense thereby empowering thestate
to add any amount it deems appropriate to the cost of owning a
weapon. The tax is actually a regressive one that will put gun
ownership out of reach for the Bay Staters who need it most. The
Supreme Court wrote in 1819 that “The power to tax is the power
to destroy.” In this case, that statement is doubly true.
Giving the government further power to levy taxes on such a
vital commodity as weapons for self defense enables the state to

reform are actually quite similar to the agenda advocated by
President Bill Clinton and his wife Hillary. These plans, although
less costly than thefiesident’s, embrace the Clinton administration’s
central assumption that control over the nation’s health care should
be monopolized by the state instead of disbursed among private
providers. For example, Senator John Chaffee (R-RI) and Representative Bill Thomas (R-CA) advocate a plan that would not
require as many tax increases, but would mandate universal coverage by the year 2005. However, other Republican alternatives to
socializing medicine include either leaving the existing system
intact orremoving cumbersomeregulations that increase the cost of
health care.
Because of this general disarray among the Republicans,
advice from those who consider public opinion is of the utmost
importance at a time like this. Kristol’s suggestions reflect his
strong grasp of the fact that under a centrally planned health care
structure most Americans would pay more money and would
receive fewer and lower quality services. The Republican Party
would do well to heed his words and reject attempts to nationalize
the country’s health care resources.

,,,* @k&%
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limit the sale of those arms entirely. Since this tax could not apply
to criminals who have guns illegally, it will do nothing to prevent
firearms from getting into the hands of those who must not have
them, while taking weapons away from law-abiding citizens who
need weapons to defend themselves. The power to levy more and
more taxes and regulations on weapons is clearly the power to
destroy ... liberty.

Happy and Healthy Returns (to Sanity)
William Kristol, Chairman of the Project for the Republican
Future, recently declared that “Federally mandated universal health
insurance coverage is a bad idea.” Kristol’s comments arrive at an
important time, for the Republican party remains somewhat divided on the health care issue.
Several of the Republican alternative plans for health care
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All the News We Think is Fit to Print

The American media, it is well known,
has a penchant for flinging accusations of
sexual harassment. But the public won’t
hear about Paula Jones, at least if they
continue to read The New York Times and
The Washington Post, Mrs. Jones is considering filing acivil suit against thePresident for having an Arkansas state trooper
bring her to his hotel room, where he
exposed himself and asked her to perform
oral sex, while offering to give her a better
job with the state.
Mrs. Jones released the details of her
story to ThePost approximately six weeks
ago, and the paper has sat on the story
since then. The Washington Times reports
that the author of the article that would
have exposed the story was suspended after having a heated
argument with his editor who refused to print it. The Post, like so
many other facets of the popular media, is refusing to print any
damaging information about the President. Bimbo Eruption I and
the earliest information about Whitewater was first reported by
papers such as The Washington Times and The American Spectator
who had conducted their own investigations while The Post and
other major news organizations tried to dispel any charges against
the President.
The mainstream press, in its crusade to put and to keep the
Clintons in office, is engaging in censorship of stories that the
public needs to know about, It is unfair for the fourth branch of
government to cover-up the dirty dealings of the executives. The .
record sales of journals that first reported scandals at the Rose Firm,
Whitewater, and Troopergate will hopefully teach the leftist press
that playing patsy for the Clintons just doesn’t pay.

Call it Barbaric, but at least Singapore is no New York
T h e recent sentencing of an American boy to corporal punishm e n t by a Singapore court has sparked heated discussion in the US.
Michael Fay of Kettering, Ohio is presently serving a four-month
jail term and awaiting his date with a rattan cane for having
vandalized dozens of cars in a posh Singapore neighborhood. Fay’s
father is dragging the issue to the attention of the national press and
is clamoring for international condemnation of the city-state’s
penal code.
T h e problem is that Fay is a criminal, and like it or not, he has
to p a y for his crimes. In a nation where crime is astoundingly
minimal, Fay went on a rampage like no other. The fact that
bleeding-heart liberals are holding up this common criminal as a
martyr for all that is wrong with justice today only proves the point
that liberal ideas of law and order are bankrupt.
Although caning
would appear to be an
extreme punishment,
F a y w a s a w a r e of
S i n g a p o r e ’ s stringency before he flag r a n t l y violated its
laws. Above all else, a
country must fully execute its punishments
if i t is to enforce its
laws. Perhaps if
Americans were actually punished for their
crimes,
as
are
Singaporeans, Washington would bealittle
cleaner and the New
York subway system
would be free of its
multi-colored trademark. Although any
caring person can sympathize withMr. Fay’s plight, rational people
a r e more inclined to “feel the pain” of those law-abiding citizens
now driving newly air-conditioned cars.
Pinkos for Potty Parity
Plumbing problems have pinnacled in Massachusetts as Cons u m e r Affairs Secretary Priscilla H. Douglas will push for two
women’s toilets for every men’s in public facilities. Cinemas,
stadiums, schools, churches, public transportation waiting rooms,
to n a m e afew, would berequired to install theextrawomen’s toilets
during construction or significant renovation after May, if the
Board of State Examiners of Plumbers and Gasfitters approves the
new law dubbed “Potty Parity.”
According to Douglas, a 1987 study showed that women need
twice as much time as men to use the bathroom. As a result of this
survey and ultra-feminist demands that separate but equal facilities
are not good enough, Douglas intends to expand the reach of the

government into the most private functions of all. Decades ago,
women like Douglas first started meddling in the private a f f a i r s of
private businesses, and they thought that they had it made. SlOWlY
but surely, they decided that they may have been wrong. R a t h e r
than admit it, and allow businesses to voluntarily offer e x p a n d e d
bathrooms to women as demand requires, Douglas thinks she Can
fix the supposed problem with more legislation. The problem, as
many rational women admit, is that the women’s movement d e manded absolute equality in everything, and now that they’ve got
it, they want more.
Limiting the State
Massachusetts Senate President Billy Bulger (D-South Baston) is finally standing on shaky ground. A few days a g o , o u t r a g e d
citizens gave new life to a term limits bill. This time, t h e backers of
the proposal have
c o l l e c t e d some
110,000 s i g n a t u r e s
to support the n e w
measure. V o t e r s
from all o v e r the
I
state are unhappy
with t h e state legislature, and B u l g e r
specifically, for the
manner in w h i c h he
conveniently swept
aside t h e term limits issue d u r i n g the
1992 state C o n s t i tutional C o n v e n tion. At t h e c o n v e n tion, a similar b i l l
was tabled f o r long
enough to k e e p it
from being addressed.Asaresult,
a term limits proposal was unable to go before popular r e f e r e n d u m .
The bill is designed to protect the Bay State by p r e v e n t i n g
people from making a career out of politics. All senators and
representatives, the Treasurer, Governor, and Lieutenant Govern or
can serve two complete terms. At the end of their second t e r m t h e y
cannot be nominated for that office, but may be elected by w r i t e - i n
votes. In addition, should they secure the position, t h e y will n o t be
able to collect a salary. Technically, politicians are all given a
chance to continue their term, but this new amendment will make
doing so significantly more difficult, and for some, n o t even worth
their while.
The lawmakers are being given an ultimatum. T h e y will e i t h e r
enact this measure into law within the next five weeks, or w a t c h it
60 to the ballot in a climate unfavorable to the status quo. This is a
long-awaited development that will inevitably help m i n i m i z e onesided liberal influences in the government. It is u n r e a s o n a b l e to
force the Bay State to put up with the same people i n p o s i t i o n s of
power for overextended periods of time.
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Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes
10,000 bright tykes in New York City have presented popicon Michael Jackson with a “Caring for Kids Award.” Reportedly, the star accepted his prize and invited each and every little
boy back to his playland ranch to show them his “gratitude.”
In yet another pernicious example of the ever-expanding
problem of dinosaur-bashing, two Worcester State College students werearrested last week for first verbally harassing, and then
beating up a woman dressed in a “Barney” costume, The assailants, who confronted the purpIe creature while he was performing
at the opening of a new pharmacy, justified their violence by
saying “we hate Barney.” Exile
the thugs to Singapore and send
Barney with them.
Tufts’ Women’s Studies Program offers the socially significant “Women, Patriarchy, and
Capitalism in Modern Africa”
next semester, Cross-listedas Alternative methods of Differential’
Calculus.
Another girlie-studies class
is “Japanese Literature to 1600:
Why men and women write differently.” In this class Professor
Inouye will lecture on multiple
exclamation marks and the perennial debate over whether or not to put a heart over the letter “i.”

Big Apple radio shock jock Howard Stem has announced his
candidacy for the governorship of New York on the Libetarian
ticket. Mr. Stern is an obnoxious, loud-mouthed ass; the perfect
qualities for governor of New York.
House minority leader Newt Gingrich and other Republicans
protested the nation’s high taxes last week by re-enacting the
Boston Tea Party. Local liberals, however, have complained that
the event was insensitive to Native Americans. Yeah, both of
them were really hurt.
Apparently PC President Bill shares the protestors’ dislike
for modern portrayals of Native Americans. When throwing out
the first pitch at the Cleveland Indians home opener, Bubba
refused to wear the traditional Chief
Wahoo hat worn by all the players
and otherfans. When the fans hurled
bottles and booed him, the prez was
reported to be seen muttering
“mommy made me do it.”
Just wondering: What do the
ladies of the Womyn’s Center do
with the kitchen in their house?

If the Dean of Students wrote a
collection of short stories, would it
be called G a b l e ’ s Fables?
Top Ten rejected ideas for
SOURCE
Top Tens:

10. Top Ten uses for Bobbie Knable
9. Top Ten Farrakhan speeches
8. Top Ten Carmichael meals
7.
Top Ten reasons to take World Civ.
Due to financial constraints, Governor Marc Racicot of
6 . Top Ten communists on faculty (too many to choose from)
Montana has put a moratorium on proclaiming commemorative 5. Top Ten conservatives on faculty (too few to choose from)
“days,” “weeks,” or “months” for various groups. Because of the 4. Top Ten choices for centerfold for Tufts new Girlie Mag
ban, Montanans will be denied state-recognition of “National 3. Top Ten ways to burn down the E-House
Accordion Awareness Week,” “National Anxiety Month,” “Na- 2. Top Ten Daily Fillers
tional Carpenter Ant Awareness Week,” “National Memo Day,” 1. Top Ten Top Tens
and “National Salad Month.” Now there really is nothing to do in
Montana.
Two members of Biopshere 11, the eco-project designed to
create a self-sustaining atmosphere in a dome in the Arizona
Two years ago, officials at Fort Lewis College replaced the
desert, have bekn accused of attempting to sabotage the $150
sword and pistol carried by the school’s mascot- a mounted US million project. The two scientists, apparently fed up with eating
cavalrymen- with a less intimidating s y m b d , an FLC pennant. paltry rations and breathing oxygen-thin air, broke seals designed,
Last week, administrators eliminated the cavalryman entirely, to isolate the greenhouse from the outside. In retaliation, Chief
replacing him with a bald eagle, due to protests that theold mascot Coon-Come shot mercury-laced arrows at them and the E-house
was ‘‘racially insensitive.” The Tufts Alliance of Bald Marxists sacrificed a Christian.
considers this an egregious case of hairism.
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According to a new Gallup/CNBC poll, 64% of all Amerithink that the IRS abuses its power. The other 36% could not
answer, as they were detained in gulags for income tax evasion.
Speaking of the IRS, the government agency recently took
Chesty Love, a stripper at the Bamboo Room in Green Bay,
Wisconsin, to court, The IRS claimed that Miss Love could not
take a $2,088 deduction for depreciation on implants in her size
56FF (!) breasts. The Feds complained that with holdings that
large, she should have to pay.
m F a i l e d civil rights appointee Lani Guinier recently compared
her nomination process to Alice in Wonderland. “It was like1 had
fallen down a rabbit hole ...” the quota queen told an audience at
Harvard University. We wish she had.

’

w
w

Sucks to be the rabbit.

Chief WilmaMankiller of the CherokeeNation in Oklahoma
has told her tribe that she will not seek re-election next year. Now
if only the liberal mankillers in the US Congress would follow
suit ...

ABuffalojudge hasrequested thatMr. John WayneBobbitt’s
attorney prove that his client is sufficiently intelligent to handle
his own day-to-day affairs.
Oddly enough, feminists
have now rushed to Mr.
Bobbitt’sdefense-they resent the notion that intelligenceis linked to posession
of a weener.
About 75 students from
Bates’ “Multi-Ethnic Empowerment Initiative” recently held a rally to demand that the Maine college increase its number of
minority students. Maybe
they could make room for
more ethnics by accepting
fewer leftists.

Top 10 uses for a Tufts diploma:

10. Cover that hole in the wall that you made when you were
seventeen and got rejected from Harvard
9. Toilet paper
8. Proof that you actually sent away to Bazooka Joe’s
7. Scratch paper
6 . Origami
5. Doubles as membership card for Communist Party USA
4.Rolling Paper
3. Burn to keep warm while homeless and unemployed
2. Use edge as a razor to slash wrists
1. Get job as Dean of Students (Music majors only)

In Miami Beach, Florida, a new topless and bottomless boite
called Club Madonna has opened to threats of a lawsuit by the
acclaimed entertainer of the same name. The Material Girl’s
lawyers claim that her perceived association with the club has
“injured” her reputation. After all, patrons might get the false
impression that Madonna is a slut.
But according to the club’s lawyer, David Shenkman, “with
her reputation, it’s our impression the club will only enhance her
name.” Judging by Madonna’s activities, working in such a club
would, in fact, make her feel like a virgin.

The Tufts Daily, official PR arm of the Coalition for Fair Employment, reported that there
were more than 150 students at the recent proB&G rally, In actuality,
there were closerto thirty
custodian-loverspresent.
By this logic, 500 people
read the article.
Did anybody hear?
We think there were Senate elections last week.
Actually, with the
exception of the freshmanclass, which is still

Question: How many B&G workers does it take to screw in
a light bulb? Answer: None. That’s UNICCO’s job.
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Rebecca S. Benjamin

c a n be achieved within the Tufts
community. This belief has been
manifested in the form of apremedi-,
tated, contrived emphasis on race
a n d separatism. Such an attitude
l e a d s to racism, because it alienates
b o t h minority and white students.

The admissionsoffice ignores diversity
of thought and experiences-unless it
is backed up by a minority applicant.
In that
true
takes a
backseat to racial diversity.

_.
write, but white students would have difficulty with their responses. Minority stud e n t s can simply write about their personal
experiences as a basis for promoting the
racial diversity that Admissions seeks. On
t h e contrary, majority students cannot write.
about their experiences, because they would
be incongruous with the essay questions.
Majority students’haveto respond with politically correct answers that they know the
admissions committee wants to read. The

who people are, it is only one factor that
does not completely define who someone is.
Also, the admissions officers are assuming
that people possess certain characteristics
just because of the color of their skin. This
type of stereotyping causes strained relations between races. One cannot assume
that people are the way they arejust because
of their skin colors. It is obvious from the
essay topics that Tufts admissions officers
place a huge emphasis on this one factor.
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tion, because that would be construed as racist. White pride is seen
as a racist and supremacist concept,
while black pride is promoted
throughout modern society. Theresuit of such an emphasis is often
resentment from various groups of

mately causes resentment and separatism.
Tufts would be better off spending more
energy on something besides its brand of
diversity, because it is rapidly losing sight
of the fact that there is much more to a
person than race.

Miss Benjamin is a freshman majoring
in Child Study.

C

anet and the Indoctrinators
Dorm Stember

N a t i o n a l television has a profound influence over large audiences. The media have
been responsible, of late, for producing overkill in terms, of environmental issues. Undoubtedly, most mature adults have some
capacity to reach logical conclusions on
factual issues, rather than rely solely on
television anchors’ biased reporting. However, the most impressionable demographic
group- young children- has recently been
targeted for political brainwashing.
The Cable News Network is run by
well-known environmentalists Ted Turner
and Jane Fonda. To manage C N ” s documentaries and broadcasts on environmental
issues, they have hired Barbera Pyle;a militant pro-environmentalist director. In her
role at CNN as vice president of environmental policy, she has encouraged presentation of many issues in a heavily one-sided
manner. Possibly the most blatant abuse of
her influence at CNN has been the airing of
the cartoon Captain Planet and the

only thing he does not own is the public
transportation system. The government-controlled metro system is, of course, comfortable, speedy, and extremely energy-effi-

Captain Planet sends the

ioned polluters to make a living.”
For all of Captain Hanet’s political
correctness, the characters of the Planeteers
themselves are stereotypical representations
o f minority groups. Alex
Beam of the Boston Globe,
message to who considers Captain Planet

environment.

Planeteers.

cient. This means competition for Plunder.
In order to keep people off the trains, he
projects images of ghosts to scare people
into thinking that the trains are haunted.
City-wide gridlock ensues, and the air becomes visibly suffocated with black, toxic
exhaust fumes.
The aforementioned episode features a
politically-loaded plot, and the story seems
extremely unreasonable. Thisepisodedid at
least, however, contain a somewhat feasible
motive for the villain’s actions. In another

hilated due to years of “the devastating effects [of] people.” Gaia, the
spirit of the Earth, chooses five ethnically diverse teenagers to save the
earth from those who would destroy
it, Each of the Planeteers, as they are
called, is given a ring enabling them
to wield a“power”- fire, water, earth,
heart, or wind. When they are really
in trouble, as happens every episode,
they can combine their powers to
summon Captain Planet - who
quickly arrives to save the day. In
each episode, they battle one of several recurring villains who threaten to destroy the environment. These villains are
not monsters- at least not in the traditional
sense. They are simply what the producers
of this show consider monstrous: businessmen selling services in the free market.
Captain Planet sends the message to
children that private, profitable business is
incompatible with a sound environment. In
a typical episode a businessman, Looten
Plunder, buys every car dealership, gas station, and repair shop in an entire city. The

episode, thebusinessman-villain has so weak
and improbable a motive for.damaging the
environment that the warped nature of the
producers’ views on private business becomes absolutely indisputable. In this particular episode, businessman Hoggish
Greedly discovers that a local factory is
replacing its old pipes with new ones that
are more environmentally safe. He promptly
sets out to sabotagethe factory; heis stopped
by the Planeteers. “Clean industry,”Greedly
says, “would make it hard for us old-fash-

The basic premise of Captain
Planet is that the earth is nearly anni-

Americans and Africans seem
little more than Noble Savages trampled down- and
eventually liberated by more industrious
Caucasians. . . the anachronistic portrayal
of the Russian-born Linka as a Young Communist League straightedge reminds one
how much the world has changed.”
The producers of Captain Planet, to
their credit, have at least one noble goal.
While providing entertainment, the show
encourages children to become concerned
about the world around them. Additionally,
at the end of every episode, a short message
is given encouraging viewers to become
actively involved themselves in
supporting a healthy environment. It seems doubtful that anyone would object if the show
stopped there. However, there is
more. The stimulation children
receive prompting them to think
and care about the environment
is coupled with pro-government
activism. Complex issues are
greatly oversimplified. Predetermining “good guys” and “bad
guys” is a standard practice for
cartoons. However, in Captain
Planet, there is the serious issue
of the environment. Children
should not be robbed of a chance for their
individual considerations. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the political insinuations of Captain Planet are inappropriate
for a viewing group that cannot possibly
realize the indoctrination that comes with
every episode.
Mr. Stember is a sophomore majoring in
Biology.
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the triumph of freedom, howMany in the Western World remain
ever, the upcoming election has
problematic implications for
unaware that the deeds of the
South Africans. The African
National Congress ( A N 0 will . communistANC would make Joseph
likely have control ’of the new
S t a h -proud.
assembly with Nelson Mandela
as its leader. The members of
.
the ANC form an oppressive, criiihal, and
An in depth look at the leaders of the
devoutly communist organizati‘bn whose ANC accurately illuminates the direction in
victory will have political and economic which the organization is headed. Nobel
ramifications that the Western World can- Peace prize winner Nelson Mandela has
not ignore.
ironically displayed a stunning lack of deIn fact, the ANC is hardly the choice
of most South African citizens. It holds a
popular majority in only two provinces of
South Africa. Its victories will occur
largely by default, due to the lack of any
serious political opposition. Thus, the
ANC will continue its criminal actions
against its soon-to-be constituents.
The crimes of the ANC are numerous
and documented; unfortunately most
members of the media have habitually
ignored the brutality. Thus, many in the
Western World remain unaware that the
deeds of thecommunist ANC would make
Joseph Stalin proud. According to columnist William Hoar, “These crimes have
included dealing in illegal drugs and car
theft rings, and smuggling diamonds,
arms, and ivory. Should that be surprising? Stalin too started his career as a thief
and ended up as a mass murderer.”
Former ANC member Dr. Sip0 E.
Mzirnela portrays the true Stalinesque
character of the ANC in his book, Marching to Slavery: South Africa’s Descent
into Communism. A black priest, Dr.
Mzimela witnessed firsthand the evils of
the communist ANC. The priest‘s book
features accounts of horrific tortures committed by the ANC including rape, burning votion to peace. Not only has he authored
people alive, and operating dehumanizing the treatise, “How to Be a Good Commuconfession chambers. Color is not the main nist,’’ Mandela also includes Stalin, Lenin,
issue at stake for both black and white and Mao in his current list of history’s
+
..
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position in the National Assembly. Convicted of kidnapping
..
- a child later executed by her bodyguards, the Mandelaled ANC offers an at best weak justification of Mrs. Mandela’s crime by classifying it as political and thus unsuitable
for disqualification from an ANC position. While Nelson Mandela’s spousal
devotion is admirable, his priorities should
lie with the general good of South Africa.
Certainly, he compromises the best interests of South Africa by supporting the candidacy of a criminal.
Recently assassinated ANC leaderChris
Hani and Nobel Prize winner Desrnond
Tutu join the Mandelas as examples of
mistakenly praised leaders. Both have
histories of preaching socialist values
while simultaneously leading extravagant
lifestyles funded by money raised from
the poor. These two epitomize the hypocrisy inherent in the deceitful communist
leaders of the ANC.
The West cannot sit back and allow the
downfall of South Africa to occur. Not
only are the human rights of native Africans slaughtered each year; South Africa
also has a tremendous strategic importance to the West. Russia and South Africa combine to possess over 90% of the
world’s strategic minerals, and former
KGB agents have already met with the
ANC to discuss forming a cartel, A communist alliance controlling such a large
chunk of crucial resources would pose an
obvious and severe threat to the United
States,
South Africa also possesses nuclear
weapons and thus is of high military importance. As proliferation becomes the
word of the day and North Korea defies
the United Nations with its nuclear re-

I

I

Please see “South Africa,”
on page 20.

A Generatio Lost in S
Dave Mollow

Hillary Clinton in the last presidential election. In doing so, they voted
to edarge and increase the power of
the Establishment. Generation X
cannot be said to be apolitical.
Believingthepursuit of narrow
self-interest to be the nature of the

The dangerof GenerationX syndrome
is that its prevalence readily creates a
breeding ground for SOCidiSm and
other forms of totalitarianism.

and familial organizations has abolished thefeeling that oneis an integral
part of a community unified by ethical or spiritual fiber.
me President and the First Lady,
with their avant-garde ideas, have
suggested that the government could

I
I

Scott Bier
from the implementation of affirmative acB
r
a
i nButler and Mike Johnson both ap- tion policies. The use of the term “reverse
ply for an entry level engineering job at discrimination”- a phrase which means
AT&T. Butler has graduated from an Ivy discrimination against the majority in favor
League school with honors and has held of a minority- is becoming increasingly
previous engineering positions;
Johnson graduated from a mediocre
school with mediocre grades and is
fresh out of graduate school. Assuming there are no other pertinent circumstances, who would you say
students- future members of
should get the job? Brian Butler,
right? Wrong! The reason that Mike
Johnson got the job is that Butler is
white and h e is black- making Johnson widespread. The example of Mike Johnson
more appealing to AT&T. Unfortunately, andBrian Butler exemplifies the problem of
this is not a lesson in economics; it is a true reverse discrimination. Butler was exceedstory about politics, and it is not the only ingly morequalified for the job, yet Johnson
example of a current trend in Americagot the job because his employers were
reverse discrimination.
afraid that if they did not have enough black
’
The concept of federally encouraged employees they might face a discrimination
hiring of minorities was introducedby Presi- lawsuit. Although Johnson had nothing to
dent Roosevelt in 1941,
but the actual term “affirmative action” was not
coined until 1961 by
President Kennedy. Itwas
not actually enforced until 1965 when President
Johnson brdered companies that do business with
the government to put affirmative action policies
into writing. Affirmative
action is a policy which
advocates an increase in
minority and female emp l o y m e n t , as well as
higherratesof acceptance
into institutes of higher
learning, through preferTHE BLACK MAN’S BURDEN
ential hiring and advance- ,
ment. While affirmative action has not gone do with thedecision to hire anunderqualified
so far as to apply quotas, most of the busi- minority instead of a certainly qualified
nesses that deal with the federal govern- white male, Butler’s feelings toward black
ment set annual plans in the form of numeri- people may change as a result of the experical goals or timetables for the hiring of ence. In other words, while affirmative
action was designed to bring minorities and
minorities and women. Thequestion is thisafter more then twenty years of affirmative women into the mainstream, it usually only
action, is it working? The answer any level- succeeds in creating more intolerance and
headed person must giveis aresounding no. bigotry- the attitudes it was supposed to
Increased racial tensions have resulted combat.
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Affirmative action also serves to
cheapen the accomplishments of those it
tries to help. If people feel that minorities
get preferential advancement because their
employers are afraid of being sued, then the
individual who has been promoted
has really achieved nothing in the
eyes of his peers. Says Shelby
Steele, a San Jose State University
professor, “By singling out blacks
special treatment, [affirmative
the for
action] stigmatizes them as unworthy and creates a sense of victimization. Such feelings can stifle
attempts to throw of€ the bonds of dependency and poverty that have plagued many
blacks.” Whether that is true or not, most
people- even those who might support
affirmative action- feel that it can lead to
the rapid advancement of unqualified minority employees. Even those who are worthy of their positions are looked down upon
by their co-workers and the
general public as unqualified
minority laborers.
Not only does affirmative
action dilute theoverallquality of the work force, but it
affects the caliber of college
students- future members
of the work force. Too many
minority students find themselves attending universities
that are clearly out of their
league. For example, a student who should attend a
school like Brandeis, finds
himself attending an IVY
League university. Similarly,
a student who should be attending theuniversity ofMiami finds himself at Tufts.
These students perform poorly in their
courses, and a large number of them drop
out of school. Most of these students understandably do not want to admit that they are
not qualified to compete at the level they are
.at, so they do not take remedial courses that

Please see “Affirmative Action, ”
continued on Page 20.
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Freshmun Yeur
..truppedi n t h i s cuge they cull "civilization ''
W l o s o p h y 00 I : There a r e no t r u t h s ,
Modern R u s s l a n Hlstory: The t r u t h is lenin i s God.
Wesfern Pollflcal Thought: God is deud.
Engllsh: Deuth i s j u s t u s o c i u l c o n s t r u c t .
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Sophomore Yeur
...expunding my horizons
Biology of t h e Womb: Corporutions owned by oppressive
white mules conspire t o shut down federully-funded uhortion clinics so that they cun control the bodies of poor und
minority women. These a r e budpeople and Clinton ought t o
puss luws w i t h s t r i c t penalties and lock them up in juil.
7he Rlch Splrltual and Rltuallsflc Herltage o f
Trlbespeople o f N o r f h w e s f e r n 7 a n z a n l a : British people
think they own t h e w o r l d and I'm very ungry w i t h fhem.
Rock and Roll In t h e 1960'9, Rebelllon and S p l r l f u a l
Reblrth: 7he 1960's were u time o f progress und chunge
hecuuse the hippies munuged f o puss muny good Iuws. Jim
Morrison w u s , perhups, u greuter poet than uny other
W e ste r n c ivi l iz ution h us known,
Deconsfructlng t h e Canon: ( I ) Shakespeare wus u lesbiun Native Americun poet. ( 2 ) Christiuns thinkfheir wuy i s
t h e only wuy, h u t their wuy is really only one of muny wuys,
und it is ?he wrong w u y , uny wuy. ( 3 ) The Declurution o f
lndependence wus w r i f t e n by Thornus Jefferson's slaves.
Junior Y e u r
...shuttering the myths o f the hourgeoisie
The Poefry and Sexuality o f . Homosexuality In
Aborlalnal Australia: Inside euch o f u s there is u
homos>xuul dying t o breuk free of ?he u w f u l shuckles of
bourgeois corporute America. I um guy und so ui-e you.
7he M a r x l s f P o l l f l c s o f The lndlgenous People o f € I
Salvador: God i s u communis?. ffe hegat Puco y Anlfu on the f i r s t

day,

Do Germs Have feelings? A Psychologleal Exploration o f

1

BacQerla: Scientist don't know us much us t h e y think hecuuse u

lot o f them never express their feelings. They muke me mud.
Chlldcare and the Horrors o f Growlng Up In A Nuclear f a m i l y :

In Americun fumilies, f h e fufher i s uhsolufe musfer. He heufs h i s w i f e
und rupes the children. Reully, the whole world should be one hi5 fumily
where no one i s the boss.
Senior Yeur
...beginning t h e ion5 hurd
Taught Exploraflon: Musrurncufan u s u
ment

neople's regime
of Empower-

vrcurts:
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Move Over Old Dog
’

Jonathan J. Oriole

on

Wednesday, April 6, conservatives
across the country breathed a sigh of relief
as the unquestionably most liberal member
of the U.S. Supreme Court, Harry
Blackmun, announced his plans for retirement when the current session ends
in September. Blackmun, notorious for
penning the majority decision in Roe v.
Wade, set the standard for liberalism in
the nation’s highest court of appeals.
Appointed in 1970 by Richard Nixon as
a moderate Reuublican from Minnesota,

B1ackmuncon;inuallyshiftedtheCourt’s
outlook farther to the left over his 24-year

’

stay in theMarble Chamber. Though the 85
year-old juristdenounced using the Court as
a legislative body and felt that it should
“defer all legislation to the government,”
Blackmun said his decision
to retire finally came, “now
that the country is safely in
the hands of a Democrat.”
The vacancy left by Justice Blackmun’s departure
presents President Clinton
withamostconfusing choice.
He can opt to nominate another ultra-liberal, such as
law professors Laurence
Tribe of Harvard, Dean
Guido Calabresi of Yale, or
Kathleen Sullivan of
Stanford, thus keeping the
“balance”that leftists arecrying out for. Doing so would
only serve to create a confirmation hearings nightmare
and the loss of any moderate
support that Clinton may still have. Not
only would Clinton better serve his political
image by nominating a more moderate candidate, he would protect the integrity of the
C6urt as well. He could, and should, choose
to appoint someone who will bring the Supreme Court out of the realm of the “political tug-of-war” and into its intended position of mediator and adjudicator. “A new
justice capable of homogenizing different
perspectives could help stabilize the court,”
suggests political scientist Joseph Kobylka
of Southern Methodist University.

counsel Lloyd N. Cutler denied that “Mr.
Mitchell’s selection was adecided proposition,” he acknowledged that his staff had
conductedresearch to identify any obstacles
to Mitchell’s appointment, before Blackmun had even made
his announcement.
Much to his chagrin,
Clinton?sendorsement

Clinton’s Top Pick Opts Out
The White House reports that Clinton’s
“short list” of potential Associate Justice
nominees has roughly a dozen names on it,

tor Mitchell proved a bit premature. Less than a week after
Blackmun’s announcement,
Mitchell turned down Clinton’s
nomination, before it was even
offered to him-officially anyway. Instead,
he would rather stay on in his current position long enough to see Clinton’s health
care reform package through the Senate; the
vote would not occur before late October,
while the Supreme Court
post would be vacated by
Blackmun in September.
Mitchell responded that
Clinton “...told me that he
wanted to appoint me to the
Court, that he intended to
appoint me to the Court, but
that he was as concerned as
I was about the prospect that
the nomination would affect my ability to serve as
majority leader for the rest
of thesession.”Clinton, who
assumed that Mitchell
would be a shoe-in for the
nomination, must now reconsider his list of alternates
for Associate Justice.

‘

ranging from the avowedly liberal to the
almost-conservative. His first choice, Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell (DME), apparently had the appointment locked
up, Mitchell’s fourteen years in the Senate

would undoubtedly makeconfirmation hear- A Look at the Remaining Choices
Clinton now faces a difficult decision
ings run much more smoothly than usual,
with support coming not only from the left in choosing a nominee for the Supreme
side of the aisle, but from some sections of Court. Should he choose to be “ethnically
the right as well. Before entering Congress, sensitive,” he could go with Connecticut
Mitchell served as a U.S. Attorney and federal judge Jose Cabranes, New York
federal judge Amalya Kearse, or U.S. SOFederal Judge in Maine.
Before BIackmun officially announced licitor General Drew Days. Cabranes, a
his resignation, he mentioned his plans to Puerto Rican native, would be the first HisClinton at aNew Year’s party. Reportedly,
Clinton had decided shortly after that to
Please see Y“urt,” continued
make sure that Mitchell would take
on the next page.
Blackmun’s place. Though White House
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‘Nffirnzative Action, ” continued
from page 14.

“Court,” continued from the
previous page.

universities offer to accommodate them. panic on the high court if approved. HowInstead of attending colleges that are more ever, Cabranes, former general counsel of
suited for them, far too many minority StU- Yale University, was also on George Bush’s
dents try to live the liberal lie, that every- short list o f appointees in 1991 and is probbody has equal capabilities. Ultimately,they ably the most conservative of Clinton’s
do themselves a great disservice by not options. Selecting him would undoubtedly
draw heated protest and criticism from the
maximizing their education.
Although intended toaid all minorities, left. Solicitor Days and Judge Kearse are the
affirmativeaction has becomesolely ablack only two African-Americans being considissue. According to 1990 Bureau of Labor ered by Clinton. Many liberals see Days as
statistics, blacks only account for 10.1%of a ”real black” who would follow the tradithe American work force, yet because they tional liberal agenda of most black politiare such a vocal community it seems as cians, in contrast to Conservative Justice
though affirmative action is an issue en- Clarence Thomas.
Clinton’couldtry to play the politically
tirely about hiring preferences for them.
Peter Roybal, a Mexican-American captain decisive card and appoint a liberal to follow
in the San Francisco Fire Department said, in Blackmun’s footsteps. Among the possi“Blacks have been too successful at the bilities are Judge Judith S . Kaye, the chief
expense of everyone else. Other groups judge of the New York Court of Appeals;
have been ignored to placate the black com- Federal Judge Richard S . Arnold o f Arkanmunity.” If affirmative action primarily helps sas; Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt; and
blacks, then it is not fulfilling its purpose to Conrad Harper, a New York lawyer and
State Department legal advisor. Kaye, conhelp all minorities.
Affirmative action needs to be drasti- sidered last year when Clinton was replaccally changed. The system can be improved ing outgoing Justice Byron White, took
by replacing racial background with socio- herself out of the running because of
economic class as the criterion for preferen- “troubles” she was having with her own
tial treatment. It might seem a ridiculous
concept to minorities to give preferential
treatment to someone who is part of the
“South Africa,” continued from
majority but it would solvemany problems.
First of all, if poor white people as well as
page 12.
poor minority people received the same
preferential treatment, it would reduce the search, a nuclear power such as South Afracial tension affirmative action creates. rica that is sympathetic to North Korea
Additionally, since most of those who live poses a deadly threat to the West. The ANC
below the poverty line in this country are has exhibited a terrorizing leadership and
white, it would serve to help many more ideological alliance with North Korea. South
people than it currently helps.
Africa’s possession of nuclear weapons, if
Affirmative action is notanevilinstitu- it proceeds to form a concrete alliance with
tion, but a noble endeavor gone awry. It is North Korea, would weaken the investigaone of the many conventions throughout tions into North Korea’s nuclear holdings.
history that have worked better in theory It is dangerous to place nuclear weaponry
than in practice. It is true that in the past into the hands of such tyrants who have no
minorities were discriminated against, but regard for the value of human life.
punishing the largely innocent whitemajorThe United States needs to ensure true
ity of today is not the answer. Until a more democracy in South Africa. It cannot recogefficient policy is enacted, far too many nize a government, elected by default, that
Americans will suffer at he hands of affir- heavily imposes its will on its citizens. It is
mative action.
common for interest groups within the
United States to complain about oppresMr. Bier is a sophomore majoring
sion; these groups should show more conin Psychology.
cern for the citizens of South Africa who are
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court. Though appointment of another
woman, after Ruth Bader-Ginsberg, would
help Clinton in some political circles, that
consideration alone would not be sufficient
to appoint Kaye. Arnold would also be a
poor choice for Clinton as his current Arkansas connections are involved in scandals. Babbitt has removed himself from
consideration because he is more comfortable in his current position. Harper has
neither a lot of experience, nor the visibility
and vision necessary for the nation’s highest
court.
In the. end, Bill and no doubt Hillary,
will have to examine thoroughly all of the
options for nomination. Hopefully they will
choose someone who will bring wisdom
and guidance to the high court, rather than
political motivation. Although it would be
out of character, the President should put
aside political games and nominate a judge.
Ironically, some might even view the appointment of an ultra-liberal as an improvement. After Harry Blackmun, the man who
most used the Court as a “super legislature”
to force his opinions on the American people,
none could be worse.
Mr. Oriole is afreshman majoring in Religion
and Civil Engineering.

slaughtered by the ANC and the South African Communist Party, SACP. Even F.W.
DeKIerk admits that the ANCalid SACPare
currently responsible for 78% of all bloodletting and violence in South Africa. The
United States public needs to know the
truth. Until it does, Mandela and his communistcronies will continued to be hailed as
heroes.
As a leader in the international community, the United States must take up the
mantle of freedom and demand a fair government. No government which kills thousands of citizens can be truly legitimate.
TheUnited States government mustmakeit
perfectly clear that an ANC leadership is
unsatisfactory. The looming Communist
mineral cartel combined with human rights
violations and potential military tragedy
cannot be overlooked’ in celebration of a
false “peaceful democracy.”
Mr. Have11 is a freshman majoring in
International Relations.
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Criminal Jus
Colin RP. Delaney
T h e state of justice in this country is, if
nothing else, truly criminal. Today life no
longer means life. And death means nothing, unless that is, the life of a convicted
murderer is at hand. Society has forgotten
the meaning of life and its victims, who are
left to pick up the pieces.
Two hundred years ago, the framers of
the Constitution set out to devise asystem of
laws and enumeratecertain rights that would
protect generations of Americans to come.
Four amendments are devoted fully to the
provision and explanation of the rights of
persons accused of crimes. The framers
intended to prevent the creation of a totalitarian police state ready and able to take
away the rights of alleged criminals. The
protection of those who may be wrongly
accused or convicted of crimes was
of their utmost concern. They failed,
however, to lay out explicitly the
rights of victims and the rights of
society. Thus, these rights are secondary to the rights of those accused.
There comes a point, however,
when people a r e unquestionably
guilty and deserve to be punished.
Given that a verdict of guilty was
meant to mean guilty, not probably
guilty, convicted criminals need to
be punished. But we now find ourselves in perhaps the most criminal
of states in the modern world. It is
clear that this country has a crime
pioblem, along with the other host
of problems that indicate a decay
and disintegration. The best way to solve
the problem is to play by the rules and
demand that criminals do the same. Systematic loopholes, liberal lies, and ridiculously
unrealistic policies need to be corrected
with meaningful sentencing and proper execution of capital punishment.

and well documented penal code that dictates maximum penalties for various state
and federal crimes. These laws provide for

lengthy prison stays in retribution for the
crimes committed. But even criminals sentenced to these long terms by “bloodthirsty”
judges do not serve their time.
Numerousleniencyrules allow themost
viscous criminals to leave ptison long before their time is up. Good behavior, in most

states, means double time. That is, for every
day served in good behavior, two arecounted
as having been served on the criminal’s
term. Parole further shortens the sentences
handed down by judges andjuries trying to
protect society by giving hardened criminals time in half-way houses in order to get
them acclimated to the society they left.
Considering the falsehood of sentencing,
Fifteen- Out in Two
Judges often hand down weak and le- the criminals probably have not been out of
nient sentences, saying that the criminal has society for very long.
paid for his crime. Many judges do, how-’
Parole often lops years off sentences.
ever, punish criminals to the full extent of In Massachusetts a criminal convicted of
the law. The United States has an intricate second degree murder can be sentenced to

fifteen years. Part of the criminal justice
code mandates serving two-thirds of the
sentence. So in actuality, the murderer only
gets ten years. Take off another
two years for good time credits
and another six months if the
criminal got his G.E.D.
and he’s
out in seven and a half. That can
be further reduced by courts if
there is an overcrowding problem at the correctional facility.
In the epidemicallyovercrowded
Florida prison system, the criminal convicted of second degree murder will probably only serve two calendar years.
Furlough programs IikeMikeDukakis’
revolving door policy release hardened‘
criminals into the general population on
alternateweekends.This, likesomany other
humanitarian efforts to improve prisoner
life including sanctioned conjugal visits,
are no more than legislated mistakes of
liberal do-gooders. Prisons now have stateof-the-artfitnessrooms, movie theaters, and
a host of other pleasantries. Prison life at
maximum-security institutions, never mind
federal country clubs, is a joke. There is no
such thing as hard time anymore. Prison has
ceased to be punishment.
Absolute Insanity
The biggest problems associated with
allowing “peace-loving’’liberals to get involved in our justice system is that they try
to makecriminals into victims. This is most
often true where the ultimate crime is at
hand. Murderers go free because of ridiculous laws that justify the killing of innocent
citizens.
The only justification for murder is
self-defense, and even that claim can only
beacceptableifthere wasaclear and present
danger to life, But liberal do-gooders have
created another justification for murder:
insanity.
The not-guilty-by-reason-of-insanity
plea has freed many a murderer on the
grounds that the perpetrator was not in control of his faculties when he committed the
crime. Certifiably insane pebple commit
I

Continued on the nextpage.
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children from the threat of continued unchecked violence. The continuing cycle of
violence that is tearing apart our cities must
come to an end. In the words of California’s
Governor Pete Wilson, “Goddammit it’s
got to stop!”
The first step toward curbing our crime
problem is the imprisonment of criminals.
Though it may seem so obvious that it

during the commission of another felony
are too limiting. Anyone who commits firstdegree murder should be subject to capital
punishment laws.
It is not necessary to execute everyone
who commits murder, but those who are
deemed by either a jury or a judge to have
committed such a heinous crime, and further that the punishment should be death,
need to be put to death. Execution is
neither cruel nor unusual, as liberals
claim. It is a solution. Justice has
gang been too lax for too long. It is time to

crimes from shopIifting to murder, but they
should not be found innocent simply be, cause they are crazy. Justice is not served by
turning these people loose on society; the
solution is simple: lock them up- to protect
both themselves and society.
The idea that a person who is
not psychologically competent to I
stand trial can therefore not be tried
It is
that the
has merit. But people who have
been determined insane should not
member Who had just heard of the get tough on crime. It is time to get
be treated and then released. If they
serious about punishing criminals.
are in fact later proven competent
The goals of all forms of punishment, ranging from fines levied on
to stand trial, then they’should be
speeders to execution for treason, are
held accountable for their actions.
two-pointed. Punishment should both
The most frightening and ridiculous liberal idea of justice, is that a doesn’t need to be said, liberals often disre- seek retribution for crimes and deter the
mentally competent person could be tempo- gard the fact that felons in prison cannot commission of future crimes. The laughrarily insane, kill someone, recover and get assault society. Truth in sentencing, how- able terms criminals now serve for even the
off scot free. Liberals have created the not- ever, is not enough. Harsher penalties for most serious crimes are ridiculous and do
guil ty-by-reason-of-temporary-insanity habitual felons are not only justified but notcollect the fairretributiondue tosociety.
plea. Given the inherent inexactness of psy- necessary. If a two-time felon has been Additionally, knowing that thieves often
chology, determining whether or not a per- lucky enough to have served his time and serve little more than a month- if they
son was insane for a period of time is nearly has been released before his fiftieth birth- actually get convicted- does little to deter
impossible. Getting an answer beyond a day, he should have figured out that crime people from considering and committing
reasonable doubt is impossible. Therefore, does not pay. And if he might be so stupid as such crimes.
The first step toward a safer society is
this provides attorneys an easy out for cli- to break the law again, he deserves to be
locked up forever. This may not produce not gun control but criminal control. If the
ents who admit to having taken life,
Simple abolition of the insanity pleas anything beneficial for the prisoner, but it “real time” actually served were longer,
people would think twice about turning to a
would solve the problem, and free society will get him off the streets.
Society needs to reward its productive life of crime. And fearing either an entire
from the burden of having to deal with apair
of young men who had committed the per- and law-abiding citizens with safe streets lifetime in a prison or death by cyanide,
fect crime. The best possible solution is to and a reasonable expectation that they will people would most certainly think twice
not be killed in a drive-by shooting or fall before killing.
abolish not-guilty-by-reason-of-insanity,
Liberals argue that stiffer sentences are
and create guilty- though insane. Certifi- victim to rape, assault, or any one of the
able maniacs can be treated, then serve the other crimes that have become so frighten- not a deterrent, and the fact that even states
with capital punishment laws still suffer
balance of their sentence in prison. And ingly commonplace.
from high murder rates proves that executhose who might claim temporary insanity,
tion is not a deterrent to crime. However, it
will have a very long time to think about Arsenic and no Grace
When criminals areconvicted of crimes, is undeniable that the L.A. gang member
their crime and just how “insane” they went.
they lose many of their rights. They are who had just heard of the tenth execution of
treated humanely, of course, but forfeit their the week might have second thoughts. But
You’re outta here!
The time has come to restore truth to right to freedom. But when a person com- handing down death sentences is not enough.
sentencing. The federal government has fi- mits the most heinous of crimes- pre- Allowing people to sit on death row while
nally agreed that twenty means twenty. meditated murder- that person jeopardizes endless “moral” appeals are made on their
behalf amounts to a parole from their senGovernor Weld is pushing the legislature to his own right to live.
Killers take lives. A murder victim is tence to death. Only actual executions can
pass similar truth-in-sentencing legislation.
States from New York to California are dead forever; his killer should not be al- help.
The time has passed for pussy-footing
stiffening their internment practices and are lowed to serve a few years and then go free.
pushing for the thsee-strikes-and-you’re- Not all people who take lives deserve to be around crime. This epidemic must be stopped
executed, but those who deliberately plan now. “Goddammit, it’s got to stop.”
out plan.
Three-strikes-and-you’ re-out mandates and plot to kill are not and can never be
Mr. Delaney is a freshman majoring in
alife sentence for a third felony conviction. beneficial parts of society. Even provisions
International Relations.
This would clean up our streets and free,our that murder is only capital if Committed
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Schlesinger Brings Sanity to Tbfb
Steve Seltzer
population. Public schools, according to males, have oppressed minorities to the
T h e political left is guilty of many lies, these multiculturalists should teach immi- point that their achievements have been
most of which have been heard at Tufts grant students in their native language and buried. Therefore, these achievements must
University. For once, however, reason and instruct them about the history and customs become evident in today’s multicultural
of their homeland. Most college campuses America.
truth were spoken on this campus, as
The multiculturalists, as
renowned historian Arthur
Schlesinger argues, stretch the truth.
Schlesinger graced it with his presence. Although a liberal history proHistory should not be distorted to Although minorities have achieved
significant feats throughout history,
fessor, Mr. Schlesinger holds one
create self-esteem; ethnic diversity is the
role they played in shaping Westideal that sets him apart from the
not an excuse for myths, self- ern and American culture was minileftist intellectuals on this and other
mal at best. The simple fact is that
campuses- academic integrity. His
segregation, and lies.
white males have been the principal
speech, from a historical standpoint,
shapers ofAmerican history. To claim
exposed the lies that the.
multiculturalists and liberals have been haveseparatehousingfor minority students, otherwise, as the multiculturalists do, would
mediocre minority works instilled into their be to lie. In The Disuniting of America,
Spreading for the past few years.
Schlesinger focused mainly on how curricula, and preferential admissions stan- Schlesinger writes, “as we respond to conmulticulturalism is a distortion of history. dards for minorities. Corporations through- temporary emergencies, we sometimes exHe argued that by creating, and at the same out America employ affirmative action hir- ploit the past for nonhistoricai purposes,
time ignoring certain aspects of history, ing policies and subject their employees to taking from the past, or projecting upon it,
Americans are heading for certain disaster “diversity training” in order to acclimate what suits our own society ‘or ideology.
History thus manipulated becomes an inin the form of cultural .warfare. them to a growing m~lticulturalclimate.
strument less of disinterested intellectual
Multiculturalism, however, is far more than
inquiry than of social cohesion and politian historical distortion. Its lies have infilcal purpose.” History should not be distrated American public schools,collegecamtorted to create self-esteem; ethnic diverpuses, and the work place.
sity is not an excuse for myths, self-segre7Kc
gation,
and lies.
“The Great American Mixing Bowl”
American
culture and history are
Multiculturalism is the notion that
founded on the ideals of individual freeAmerica does not have a unifying, national
dom, democracy, equality before the law,
culture because it is composed of many
.political participation, human rights, and
different ethnic groups. It rejects the estabsuch landmarks as the Revolutionary War
lished view that America is a melting pot in
and the Declaration ofhdependence. These
which different ethnic groups look beyond
principles and historical events provide the
their racial differences and adopt identities
backbone of an American culture, Amerias Americans. Multiculturalists claim that
can language, and common political instiwhites will soon become a minority as diftutions. Schlesinger argues that these uniferent ethnicities continue to habitate the
fying principles form a common American
United States. Ironically, multiculturalism
identity, keeping America together.
accepts the classical liberal view of the
America, as a national identity, absorbs
American nation. However, t h e
and transcends the diverse ethnicities that
multiculturalists have added a socialist twist
compose it, creating a new culture.
to that view. Multicultural theory acknowlSchlesinger
believes that the
edges that America is a set of political,
multiculturalists’ rejection of an American
legal, and constitutional ideals, but rejects
culture wili have damaging consequences
the notion that these principles should protect the rights of the individual. Rather, the Politically Correct Historically Incor- on this natioh.
Schlesinger discusses what he believes
rights of collective ethnic groups deserve rect
I n order to justify these policies, to be the new variety of warfare that has
protection.
A multicultural America, liberals, aca- multiculturalists cite historical injustices
demics and government officialsargue, must rendered against minorities. They claim that
Continued on next page.
represent its racially and ethnically diverse the Western World, and most notably white
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Continuedfrom previous page.
proliferated throughout the globe. He says
that ideological strife has been the primary
cause of warfare during the twentieth century. However, as the 21st century approaches, ethnic, racial, and religious conflicts have become the main causes
ofwarfare. Schlesinger cites numerous contemporary examples- the
former Yugoslavia, Ireland, Israel,
Corsica, India, Iraq. Angola, Belgium, Cyprus- a$ prominent examples of this new breed of ethnic
warfare. All these war-torn nations
have fallen into conflict, Schlesinger
argues, because they have lost their
common cultures. America has endured for
over two centuries because of its distinctly
common culture. While the vision of
America as a national identity that supersedes different ethnicities is challenged by
the multiculturalists, America moves continuously closer tostrifeand conflict within:
Schlesinger argues that historical accuracy
must return to American public schools and
college campuses in order to prevent the
complete balkanization andZribalization of
* this country.

Corporate Browning
Schlesinger attacks multiculturalism
chieff y from an historical standpoint. His
values include those of academic integrity
and honesty. His historical attack on
muIticulturalism is a brilliant one, but the
lies perpetuated by multiculturalism are
more than historical. The assumptions that
the validity of multiculturalism bases itself
on are flawed.
Multiculturalists argue that the American white population is on thedecline, while
its minority population increases rapidly.
According to this theory, whites will become a minority in the work force by the
year 2000. The author of Out of the Barrio,
Linda Chavez, however, writes that white
males will still make up 45% of the
workforce i n 2000. While the proportion of
white men in the work force is declining,
that is because white women are increasingly joining the workforce. Combined,
white men and women will constitute 84%
of America’s working population, an overwhelming majority.
Corporations, however, are preparing

for the “browning of the American
workforce” nonetheless. Companies have
started to employ “diversity consultants”
whose task is to prepare the business world
for the so-called increase of minority workers. Wide estimates show that between 30
and 50percent of America’s major corporations and government agencies have implemented diversity programs. Diversity man-

agement does address the legitimate problem of immigration as it relates to ethnic
tensions in the work place, but diversity
consultants go so far as to depict assimilation as a shield for the white male patriarchy.
Not surprisingly, diversity training has
contributed to an increase in racial tensions
at the workplace. The National Review reports that a UC Irvine study of California
firms that implemented diversity training
programs, found that strife among employees hadincreased. Hostilities were recorded
not only between employees, but between
employees and the diversity trainers themselves. If the diversity consultants can not
maintain cordial relations with the employees, then it is ludicrous to expect them to
ease tensions between the employees. As is
the case with all politically correct policies
of the left, diversity training and management stems from lies and will therefore
never accomplish the goals it has set out to
achieve.

Casting a Shadow Over the Curriculum
Themulticulturalistagendaby nomeans ’
limits itself to the American workforce.
Public schools are teaching ethnic students
in their native languages about their home
countries to promote ethnic self-esteem
among these students. Schlesinger appropriately argues that while it is acceptable for
the state to teach students about other CUItures, those cultures should not replace
Western culture. Instead, public schools
should emphasize American history, tradition and culture, the supporting elements of
American unity. Ethnic pride should come
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from the family, not the government.
Schlesinger further elaborates that it is
worthless to focus on other cultures, since
America (as themulticulturalists themselves
argue) is composed of SO many different
ethnicities. It would be impractical and impossible to teach students about so many
different cultures.
The ultimate hypocrisy of a
multicultural education is that it
undercuts the multiculturalists’ argument that c u h r e is synonymous
with race. They claim that since
America is composed of so many
different ethnic groups, it is a
multicultural nation; this assumption fails to acknowledge that a
multicultural society is different
from a multiracial society. Skin color does
not determine such characteristics as language and values; those traits are learned.
By advocating that these characteristics be
taught in public schools, multiculturalists
are admitting that culture has to be taught; if
culture were a part of race, there would be
no need for a multicultural education,

...

UncleSam: Red,White,Blue andBrown
While it would be simple to place all
blame on radical multiculturalists, they are
only partially .The real villain, as is the case
in most societal problems, is government.
Multiculturalism was created and promoted
by government policy. Without extensive
public funding, multiculturalism would not
survive. Previously, government (most notably public schools) tried to assimilate
immigrants by teaching them English,
American history, and about American political institutions, In recent times, government has changed its focus from assimilation to group preservation. As a result, the
multicultural movement has grown to ridiculous proportions.
Until their public funding is cut off
completely, multiculturalists will continue
to perpetuate their silly, socialist lies. The
complacent majority must take heed of brilliant minds, like that of Arthur Schlesinger,
and voice its disapproval of multiculturalism.
Unless more Americans speak out against
them, the multiculturalists will achieve
Schlesinger’s greatest fear, The Disuniting
of America.
Mr. Seltzer is a sophomore majoring in
Political Science.

g in the Whitewater
Chris Weinkopf
T h e past few weeks have been unkind to
Bill and Hillary Clinton. For a %on-scandal,” the Whitewater controversy continues
to cast an astonishing pall over the first
couple’s credibility. Recent developments
indicate that the entire array of affairs that
currently fall under the “Whitewater” umbrella were conducted even more illegally
or unethically than first suspected. Not surprisingly, as more evidence amasses, the
Clintons’ statements about Whitewater continue to be proven false. The Clintons’ poor
recollection is none more impressive than
their unethical conduct.
-

I

The Early Whitewater Days
First, some simple background. In 1978
Bill and Hillary, with their friends Jim and
Susan McDougal, invested in alarge parcel
of land in the Arkansas Ozarks- the
WhitewaterDevelopment Corp.Whitewater
started to lose money very quickly, but was
kept afloat by loans from alocal savings and
loan, Madison Guaranty.
Madison was owned by McDougal;
hence, the first conflict of
interest- a banker advancing himself credit.
McDougal also used
Madison to scratch the
backs of his friends the
Clintons. At one point the
bank held a fundraiser for
Bill’s gubernatorial campaign; and at another, it is
alleged, the bank made
contributions to the campaign with investors’
money. The bank even
once put Hillary Clinton
on a $2000/ month
lawyer’s retainer, ata time
when Bill had complained
to Mr. McDougal that his family’s finances
were tight.
All this might have been acceptable
had the bank been able to keep its books
balanced. But like many other S&Ls during
the eighties, it didn’t- specifically because
its owner was hiring superfluous legal consultants and issuing unsafe loans to friends

and influential politicians instead of qualified borrowers. Under federal banking laws,
when Madison went under, the taxpayers
picked up the tab. In total, Clinton and

-

backed by the Small Business Administration that extended credit to promising businesses unable to secure loans on the private
market. Hale claims that Clinton pressured
him to advance $300,000 to Susan McDougal’s advertising
agency,
- Half of that loan was
into
Clintons were Whi tewater.

At the very least, the
the beneficiaries of unethical and
possibly ilIegal banking practices.

self, Hillary represented the bank. The end
result of said investigation was the quick

The Latest on Whitewater
One hot afternoon last
summer, President Clinton’s

seems to have led to a botched investigation. For example, investigators neglected
to fingerprint Foster’s
car, which would have
determined conclusively whether he had
driven himself to the
park or if anyone had
come with him. NPS
determined that Foster
had committed suicide, a conclusion
based on the fact that
his corpse had a gun
firmly gripped in its
fingers
Others, however, take this evidence
to conclude just the
omositethat Foster
_.
could not possibly have killed himself. Some
forensic experts report that due to bodily
convulsions, it is virtually impossible for a
suicide victim to maintain a grip on his
weapon. In most cases, they say, the gun is

.

state acceptance of a preopsterous plan.
According to David Hale, a retired Arkansas judge, Bill used the power of the
Governor’s office to win funding for the
McDougals. Hale, who offers this testimony in exchange for a plea bargain with
Whitewater Special Prosecutor Robert Fiske,
in 1986 operated aprivate tending company

Continued on next page.
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Continuedfrom previous page.
found several feet away from the body.
And there are further discrepancies in
the coroner’s report. Most notably, there is
noexit woundonMr. Foster’s head-there
is a hole from where the bullet
went in, but none from where it
came out. In and of itself, the absence of an exit wound is not unusual. What makes Foster’s case
curious is that investigators have
also been unable to find a bullet.
Logic dictates that if the bullet
never left the head it should not be
difficultto locate, but theevidence
suggests otherwise.
As if such signs were not enough to
raise concerns about the official report of
the events leading u p to Foster’s death,
White House actions since then only confirm theconspiracy theorist’sdoubts. Within
hours after Foster’s body was discovered,
administration aides entered his office and
removed all Whitewater files. Citing “privacy”concerns, theclintonsrefused toturn
over the documents for several months,
conceding only when public pressure left
them no other option.
E v e n after
agreeing to release
the Whitewater
files, however, the
Clintons demanded more time before following
through with their
promisesupposedly to “catalog” all t h e
records. Finally,
some of the papers
have been turned
over t o J i m
McDougal, who
has in turn shared
them with the media.
Because the
Clintons have refused to share most
Whitewater-related papers, Special Counselor RobertFiske has had to obtain them by
subpoena. Under federal law, however, subpoenaed ,information is exempt from the
Freedom of Information Act; therefore the
public will not have access to most

Whitewater records for some time. Although
relatively insignificant, McDougal’s latest
papers prove that the Clintons played a
much more active role in Whitewater than
they have thus far admitted.
Although part-owners, the ,-]intons
have described their involvement in

Whitewater as “passive.” A report by
Clinton’s 1992 presidential campaign
claimed that the McDougals or their agents
had “exercised total control over the management and operation of the corporation.”
Not so, according to the latest doc.ments. McDougal’s records show that in
1989 and 1990,monthly payments from the
land development’s clients were sent to the
Whitewater Development Corp., care of
Hillary Rodham Clinton, at the Rose Law
Firm, With most Whitewaterfiles still kept

secret, it is difficult togauge toexactly what
extent the First Lady was involved with the
unethical outfit. At the very least, however,
it is now clear that she was an active participant in an enterprise riddled with corruption.
During the Whitewater years, Vincent
Foster served as the Clintons’ personal at-
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torney.According to Some Of the state
ers cited by David Brock Of The American
Spectator, Foster might have had an affair
At the very least, as
with Hillary
their attorney and confidante, Foster knew
more about the Clintons’ involvement in
Whitewater than anyone Other than the
McDougals and the Clintons themselves.
He was obviously privy to some
sensitive information-information
so sensitive that White House officials removed it from his office while
his dead body was still warm. If
these first of the Vincent Foster
papers are any indication, he knew
a lot- perhaps too much. The suspicious details of his death are, at
the very least, disconcerting.
TreatingHil*av
Like
in
Sson
Foods* the largest
much prosperity during

the
gubernatorial days.
Clinton’s environmentalist and pro-regulatory rhetoric’his administration declined to
enforce many Of the state’s
and
codes On the poultry giant. Was
the weak enforcement Of state
another
of Clinton’s ideological inconsistency, or was it the result of
more Arkansas
back scratching?
According torecent dispatches
from the usually
pro-Clinton NEW
York Times, the
answer would appear to be the latter. In 1978-79,
Mrs. Clinton got a
telephone call from
James Blair, an outs i d e counsel at
Tyson. Blair suggested that Hillary
invest in the volatile and highly risky
cattle futures market.
Hillary accepted
Blair’srecommendation and Put $1000 into
the
in which 70% of all i ~ e s t o * s
lose
Although HillarY had no work-

Please see “Whitewater,” continued
on page 28.

avs at the Lemonade Stan
U

Ted Levinson
inaresidential kitchen only immediatefamily members residing in the household may
prepare it for retail sale (590.028F) and
washing machines and dryers located in the
kitchen may not be in operation while the lemons are
Once upon a time, regulation at the squeezed (590.028~(15)).
lemonade stand meant you had to be At least once a day food
pushcarts must report to a
inside for supper by &...and health fixed food establishment
codes were limited to keeping bugs out (such as a restaurant) for
supplies, cleaning, and serof the pitcher.
vicing (590.0291(1)).
The Commonwealth of
from five different government entities. Massachusetts frowns upon the ramshackle
Licenses and permits for a lemonade stand wooden stands or converted red wagons
cost $335. Fifty-fivedollars covers the that Rockwell would paint. 590.029J(q)a
cost of a city Hawkers’ and Peddlers’ requires serving area surfaces to be conlicense from the Division of Standards. structed of a “smooth, nonabsorbent mateA mobile food permit from the Health rial such as concrete or machine-laid asDivision runs $100 while registering a phalt...’’ All mobile food units must also
business with thecity Clerk costs $30. display the owner’s name in letters not
For fifteen dollars a square foot the smaller than three inches high on the left
Department ofpublic Works will issue and right sides. It is naive to view these
a permit to sell on pubiic sidewalks. regulations as safeguards for the health of
Furthermore, Boston requires lemon- the public. Elected officials who make the
adestand operators tocarry $500 thou- laws, judges who interpret them, lawyers
sand liability insurance policies. What
half-milIion dollar damage a lemonPlease see c2emonade,” continued
adestand can wrought, Icannotfathom.
on the nextpage.
Accompanied with each fee are the
redundant forms and long lines
which characterize government.
Spending two days writhing
through the bureaucratic labyrinth
is common.
Cash alone does not appease
the sundry departments and diviOnce upon a time, regulation at the sions that regblate the lemonade induslemonade stand meant you had to be inside try. Along with their fees are countless
for supper by six. Intervention was when the rules that aim to protect the public’s
neighborhood bully helped himself to a free welfare. However, in practice, most Qf
serving, and health codes were limited to them are burdensome, arbitrary and
keeping bugs out of the pitcher. Most of alI, detrimental to the common good.
The old-fashioned lemonade stand
Uncle Sam sounded like ajolly and benevomust comply with dozens of ordinances.
lent relative to the lemonade set.
Today, the government has encroached 105 CMR 590-004(A)5 requires sugar
into every facet of our economic activities. to be in its original package or a conNo longer can a transaction occur between tainer identifying it by common name.
two willing parties. Every pecuniary action 590.009 grants the Board of Health
involves three agents: the buyer, the seller, jurisdiction over the length of employand the ubiquitous State. Not even the lem- ees’ fingernails. If thelemonadeis made

N o r m a n Rockwell couldn’t havedreamed
of a more wholesome and traditional scene
than a youngster’s sidewalklemonade stand.
This American rite of passage embodies
hard work, dedication, and reward. Here is
the training ground for fledgling capitalists
to learn about profits and risk, supply, demand and competition. Since lemonade
stands are such acherished memory ofchildhood it is fitting to consider how they have
changed since the days of yore. Would
Rockwell still be the artist of choice to
render the local stand on canvas or might
Edvard Munch be a more appropriate selection?

onade hawker is freefrombiggovernment’s
stifling control.
Lemonade is a serious business in Boston. Opening a stand requires permission

-
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“Lemonade,” continued from
previous page.

I

who try to circumvent them, and
inspectors who confirm compliance with them are a far greater
menace to society than the OCcasional wooden serving area or
unwrapped individual drinking
straw.
Footing the bill for a Statesanctioned lemonade st&d is
steep enough to break many
people’s piggy banks, while complying with the regulations would make a
grown man suffer from enuresis. It isn’t
only the young who areoverwhelmed by the
prospect of abusiness partnership with Uncle
Sam.Plenty of enterprising individuals are
too daunted by the paperwork and confiscatory nature of government to ever open their
own lemonade stand. Government policies
thwart businesses even before they exist.
The most persistent and sanguine (or is

“Whitewater,” continued
from page 26.
ing knowledge of Commodities, let alone
the markets that govern them, she struck the
investor’s jackpot. After one year, the First
Lady made a 1O,OOO% return, cashing in her
initial $1000 investment for $104,000.
Either Hillary got incredibly lucky, or
friends within the industry helped her out.
Her investments were handled by broker
Robert Bone of the REFCO Trading Firm.
In the 1970s, FEPC0 often purchased cattle
futures inenormous blocks, and thendivvied
up the profits and losses among its individual investors at the end of the day. This
process, known as “block trading” has since
been made illegal because it enabled brokers to allocate profits and gains on the basis
of favoritism. Hillary’s exorbitant gains
would indicate that she- the governor’s
wife- was one of REFCO’s ”preferred”
clients.
Another explanation for Hillary’s windfall is that she was the beneficiary of insider
trading. She entered the market, after’all, at
the suggestion of a Tyson Foods employee.
As a commodities giant, Tyson had access
to secret information about industry trends.
I

!

it foolish?) who do open shop are faced with
taxing demands on their time and wallet to
satisfy the insatiable appetite of big government. It is little wonder that lemonade is so

dear nowadays. The price for each glass not
only covers lemons and sugar but also underwrites a fraction-of the fees and man
hours spent appeasing’the State.
W e all suffer from the State’s undue
interest in even our most innocuous and
pedestrian entrepreneurial ventures. It is the
lemonade stand owner and his kind, the
productive members of society, who bankroll the parasitic bureaucracy. In a painful

irony, the productive segment of society
pays for a legion of government employees
who dedicate their lives to impeding the
work of lembnade salesmen everywhere.
No one benefits from notarized signatures and forms in triplicate and junior assistants to the pro tern co-director of Public Works licensing. In sum,
the State doesn’t make lemonade.
Thirst is only one of the reasons
why people stop at kids’ stands to
drink a glass of lemonade. They stop
for nostalgia and they stop to see the
joy it brings the youngster behind the
pitcher. Now, there’s another reason
to frequent the local sidewalk establishment. Every twenty-five cent glass is a taxfree, bureaucracy-be-damned patriotic protest toast to honest and unfettered capitalism. Nothing tastes sweeter.
Mr. Levinson graduated from Tufts University
as an Economics major in 1993.
.

This theory is supported by the First Lady’s mate to make a fortune for the governor’s
sudden withdrawal from the market in wife.
Clearly the folks at Tyson Foods sought
1979- right before it slumped.
Why would Hillary abruptly withdraw to make life as comfortable as possible for
from such a profitable venture without any the Clintons. The question then, is whether
provocation? BilI tried to explain this dis- the Clintons used Bill’s position as govercrepancy at a recent “town hall” meeting by nor to reciprocate. This is not an unfair
explaining that Hillary simply got “cold conclusion to draw, given the blind eye the
feet.” He added that “she was about to have Clinton’s gubernatorial administration
her baby,” and that perhaps she didn’t want turned towards Tyson’s well-documented
to complicate her pregnancy with the fears record of environmental and health code
and decisions that are part and parcel of the violations. Tyson treated the Clintons like
family, and Bill and Hillary proved their
investment world.
Bill, it turns out, was lying. Maybe commitment’to “family values” in kind.
The myriad of scandals that have beHillary did have “cold feet,” but Chelsea’s
impending birth was not a factor in her come known as “Whitewater,” which indecision. Recently-releasedpapers show that d u d e the actual land development corporaHillary did not close her account until sev- .tion, the Madison Guaranty, Hillary’s proferal months afrer giving birth. The same its on the commodities market, and the
documents also indicate that Blair often suspicious death of Vince Foster, show no
signs of abating soon. As long as the
issued buy and sell orders himself.
Blair denies any impropriet He told Clinton’s continue to stonewall and lie they
the Associated Press that he “can find no will only be fueling the fire of public interregulations of the Chicago Mercantile Ex- est. Secrecy, however, might be the only
change covering 1978 and ’79 that make it way Bill and Hillary can forestall their deimproper for one private citizen to call in an mise.
order from another private citizen.” This
Mr. Weinkopf is a junior majoring in Classics
justification, however, is only technical. It
and Political Science.
might be illegal to do business for the Governor, Blair reasons, but perfectly legiti-

Y.
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Segregating nfts
Benn Lieberman

Self-segregation by minorities is an issue
which affects almost every college campus
in the United States. Tufts is no exception to
this problem. Here on the Hill, we have
special interest houses for blacks, Asians,
Hispanics, Jews, and others. Anyone who
has dined on campus can attest to the fact
that certain groups tend to eat alone. Anyone who has walked around campus has
s e e n the divisions that segregate this University. Minorities seem to protest every
m o v e majority students and the administrat i o n make. The major question in this debate
overcampus segregation is this: what causes
this campus-wide segregation? Is it a conscious choice of the minority group in question, or isitfailure ofothers torelate to these
groups?
For years, liberals have been crying for
m o r e special interest houses and culture
houses. In spite of the way their demands
h a v e been acceded to inmany instances, the
state of the American campus in 1994‘is
similar to that of mainstream society in the
1950’s. Minorities tend to eat, study, and
socialize within their respective groups.
A new study by University of Michigan
School of education assistant professor
Sylvia Hurtado, Eric Dey of the Michigan
C e n t e r for the Study of Higher and
Postsecondary Education, and assistant dean
for student life at Arizona State University,
Jesus Trevino, suggests that the blame for
this segregation lies more with non-minori t y students than minorities. Professor
Hurtado says “the concern about whether
minority students are promoting and practicing self-segregation is misplaced.”
Professor Hurtado and her co-authors
believe “students of color are crossing ethnidracial lines the most, while white students seem to be segregating themselves.”
They think membership in minority based
organizations does not prevent broader student interaction.
Their statements, however, are based
on the results of a flawed study. The researchers, rather than observing students,
used questionnaires to determine students’
eating, studying, dating, and socializing habits. The margin of error inherent in this type

of study is astronomical. Using anecdotal
evidence, The Boston Globe reported the
results of this study, and found the majority
of students interviewed by the paper to
believe that segregation was due largely to

pressure to socialize within racial groupings. This statement reaches to t h e heart of
the problem with special interest houses and
groups such as the Pan-African Alliance. It
is true that only fifteen people live i n the
Capen House (the house on
r
Row for blacks)
Minority students at Wtsquestioned Professors
and eight in the Start House
by TheBoston Globe say that they have (the house on Latin Way for

I

I

I

as social centers for minorities, and thereby discourage
many students from participating in the gatherings of
non-minority students. Advocates of these
houses claim these places serve as necessary “refuges” from racism. The truth, however, is that in this day and age few if any
minority students have been the victims of
racist attitudes at Tufts. Ultimately, these
centers have little benefit to the communitv
and serve to continue the trend of
segregation.
Dinesh D’Souza, a fellow at the American Enterprise
Institute, may have struck at the
heart of the matter when he
pointed out that the fundamental
issue behind on-campus race relations is not “whether ,people
hang out together ... It’s whether
universities are providing opportunities for voluntary association
or subsidizing race based organizations.” According to the Globe,
President DiBiaggio feels that
“we should have an environment
here that is conducive to modifying... [self-segregating] behaviors.” The first step in doinea so
shouldbe theelimination of race-based housing, since, as noted, racial centers perpetuate and encourage the very attitudes they
were created to destroy. Instead of dividing
the Tufts community along racial lines, we
must, as Mr. D’Souza urges, “provide opportunitiesfor voluntary association [among
different groups].”

dofeelpeerpressu~tosocializewithin
racial groupings.

peer pressure to socialize within minority
group.
The previously mentioned contention
that “students of color are crossing ethnic/
racial lines the most,”is basedupon unprocessed data. The fact is that at Tufts only
3.4% of undergraduates are black, 4.3%

Hispanic, and 11.4% Asian. Of course with
numbers like these, minority students are
going to have more of a chance (than nonminority students) to cross racial/ethnic
barriers. Percentages similar to these exist
at most college campuses in the United
States, thus one of the major claims of the
survey is based on highly deceptive information.
Minority students at Tufts questioned
by The Boston Globe say they have encountered little discrimination, but do feel peer

Mr. Lieberman is n sophomore rnajoring
in Biology.
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Chris Weinkopf
Editor’s note: Although we wish we could
take creditfor the humor of these questions,
we cannot. They are quoted directly, in all
their ridiculousness, f r o m the actual Environmental House (henceforth E-&) application. Whereas both the auestions and
answers are foolish, the respondent’s absurdity isfacetiom- the questioners ’, sadly,
is quite real.

Ib Dean’s Question: Ifgiven 3 hours to do
whatever you want, what would you do?
(A) Do homework that you slacked onfor 2
weeks? ( B ) Organize a campaign to divest
Tufts of all of its unethical investments?
(C)Stare 63 the ceiling + contemplate the
meaninglessness of life? ( D ) Cane it, then
do C?
(gBrilliant question, exactly what we could
expect from an editor of Free Association.
Since I don’t know what “Cane It” is, I
guess that would rule out option D. If I
wanted Tufts to divest from all its unethical
investments, I would have to demand
defunding of the E-House which, in turn,
would make me homeless. Iguess that leaves
me with options A and C . Given that life is
meaningless, however, both contemplation
and homework would be pretty pointless.
Nothing left to do but compost, I guess.
4 Chris questions: Do the letters “p” and
“c” mean anything to you? (She’s sure they
mean something, please explain your perspective.)
fp Since Chris is so sure that these letters
have meaning for me, I don’t see why she
bothers to ask. Sure, “P’
stands for purposeless, as i n this question, this application, or
theE-House in general. “C’stands for communist as in, well, see “P.”
iQ Ianwantstoknow:(A) WhatisaColtrane?

(R) What is a post-prandial dip? (C) Why
Cane it?
Beats me, Ian. Get a life.

Johnny Asks[:] using any means at your
disposal, tell h o w you would decorate a
Halloween party at the E-& that fell on St.
Patrick’s Day:

Well, Johnny, I’ve seen right through

your trick question-

the E-House would

I

never host such a party in the first place,
After all, St. Patrick was not only some
Eurocentric Catholic, but he oppressed
snakes. No real environmentalistcould support that. And given that ECOs wear green
everyday anyhow, there is no compelling
need to celebrate St. Patrick‘s Day. Similarly, since ECOs also look like they’re
dressed for Halloween everyday anyway, it
would be silly to hold a party for that purpose. This time could be much better spent
composting.

are you content with remaining apart of it?

Since “the system” allows nitwits like
yourself, Jordan, to get their own house, I
would have to agree that “beating” it is a
good idea. How?A rattan cane sounds good
to me (not to be confused with “caning it.”)
I can only hope that it is possible. Finally, if
remaining apart of “the system” enables me
to keep on making fun of tools like yourself,
then I guess I’mcontent to remain idle for a
while.
4 Kate Ponders[:] “Imagine you’ve just
been nominatedfor super-herodom.Among
the countless honors this will bring you are
two decisions- I. What your trademark
will be (cape, goggles, boots, etc.) and 2.
What one ( I ) all-consumingpower you will
be granted (able to leap tall buildings, spit
really far, freeze villains, etc.) How will
your power solve a world problem?
Perhaps in the E-House the power to
“spit really far” serves some purpose, but
not in most other places. If I were to live in
your house though, Kate, I guess my trademark would have to be a pair of hip boots,
As far as powers go, freezing villains would
be irrelevant given the impending greenhouse Armageddon. I guess I would want
the power to turn leftists into rational, intelligent people. In so doing, I would effectively be solving all the earth’s problems.

rb

and write about what kind of community you want to live in. (Dan’s demand)

To answer you honestly, Dan, I’d rather
not live in a community where self-important imbeciles “demand” that I share my
world visions just so that I may live in their
decrepit house and “eat low on the food
chain” with them. You can eat your algae by
yourself, Dan. And stop being so demanding, it’s not conducive to “cooperative”
living.
cb Kristen is inclined to ask: Please plan an
E-Lb trip...Where would we go? How would
you overcome the force of inertia on your

fellow housemutes?

Chris is inclined to answer: Kristen, if I
had the opportunity, I’d take you and the
rest of the Granola Group out to the real
world, where you could get a clue. I’d take
you to a farm, to show you that even though
you self-righteously don’t eat meat, your
Birkenstocks are made from the very same
cows as my Quarter Pounder. I’d show you
that outside the world of 12 Dearborn Street
(Biosphere III), people bathe regularly, and
look down upon those who don’t.
rb MARV inquires? ( A ) if your fellow
housemates were to awaken you at 9:00 am
on a Saturday by jumping up and down on
your bed, what would you do to exact revenge? ( B ) Who is Zarouth?
m(A)IguessI’d dosomethingreally mean
to them, like toss them in the compost heaD.
(B) Your mother, M A R ~ How
.
shouldI
know? Go cane it.

b Jordan’s Wondering[:] How do you plan

on “beating the system”- is itpossible? Or
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Lb Amy’s curious about matter and anti-

matter? What’s your take on the situation?

Do you think the universe blinks in and out
of existence? Additionally, what’s your favorite spice + how d o you prepare it for
consumplion ?

/

Good question- is Amy curious about
matter and anti-matter? If so, I recommend
that she read her Bio 2 text a little more
closely. I don’t want to speak for everybody, but it would appear that in Amy’s
case, the universe blinks out of existence
quite regularly. Perhaps that’s because she
her favorite spice a little too fre-prepares
quently. Try cinnamon, Amy, it’s cheaper
and much better for you too.
Mr. Weinkopfis a carnivore,
majoring in Ozone Depletion
and Water Contamination.
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Do you like donuts?
Hate waking up early?
Enjoy watching Family Feud?

.

.

Must be good with remote controls, Bunn coffee machines, and Street Fighter 11.
:Job pays by the hour and workers are union supported, so punctuality and efficiency are frowned
upon. Applicants who arrive on time (and possibly at all) for their interviews will not be hired. e
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Neatniks and clean freaks need not apply.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Who knew Arkansas had banks?
--US.Rep. Peter Blute (R-MA)
Andyetlcan not close without assuring you... of
my strong faith in the brilliantfuture of Tufts. I
believefrom what1 know of the sacrificing spirit
and intellectual standing of its faculty that the
possibilities within its reach will be attained,
and that it will become an educational centre
fostered and nourished not only by men ofbrain,
but also by men of fortune.
-P. T, Bamum ’
In matters of style, swim with the current: but in
matters of principle, stand like a rock.
-Thomas Jefferson

There will be a rain dance Friday night, weather
permitting.
-George Carlin
I’ve tried several varieties of sex. The
conventional position makes me claustrophobic
and the others give me a stiTneck or lockjaw.
-Tallulah Bankhead
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All movements go too far.
-Bertrand Russell

Good judgment comes from experience, and
experience comes from bad judgment.
-Barry LePatner

Analyzing humor is like dissecting a frog. Few
people are interested and the frog dies of it.
-E.B. White

Ofen it does seem apity that Noah and hisparty
did not miss the boat.
-Mark Twain

American college students are like American
colleges- each has halfdulled faculties.
-James Thurber

They shouldstop calling Reagan and Gorbachev
the twomostpowefil men in the world. Between
the two of them they couldn’t bench press a
hundred pounds.
-AI Ordover

The Eastern nations sink their glory ends/And
empire rises where the sun descends.
-John Adams

I wish people wouldn’t say, “Excuseme, ” when
I want them to step on my feet.
-Karen Elizabeth Gordon

I am sitting in the smallest room in the house. I
have your review infront ofme. Soon it will be
behind me.
- M a Reger

M y grandmother is over eighty and still doesn’t
need glasses. Drinks right out of the bottle.
-Henny Youngman

The reasongrandparents andgrandchildren get
along so well is that they have a common enemy.
S a m Levenson
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A bad review is like baking a cake with all the
best ingredients and having someone sit on it.
-Danielle Steel
Whata man enjoys abouta woman’sclothes are
his fantasies of how she would look without
them.
-Brendan Francis

You know it’s not a good wax museum when
there are wicks coming out ofpeople’s heads.
-Rick Reynolds

It ismorally wrong to allow suckers to keep their
money.
-“Canada Bill” Jones

Bart: Didn’t you wonder why you were getting
checksfor doing absolutely nothing?
GrandpaSimpson: Ifigured the Democrats were
in power again.
-The Simpsons (Matt Groening)

I do not want people to be agreeable, as it saves
me the trouble of liking them.
-Jane Austen

Old Yale,she has herBulldog brave, and Brown,
she has her Bear, the sons of Princetonflourish
where the Tiger has his lair. You can line them
up onpaper orstand them on a row, but they look
like pygmies when we trot out our Jumbo.
-”That Mascot, ” 1918

No young woman shall enter the dormitories
unless properly chaperoned, and then only afer
having received written permission from the
Vice-president’s Office.
-Tufs College policy, 1945-46
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One shouldforgive one’s enemies, butnot before
they are hanged.
-Heinrich Heine

Somehow it seemed as though the farm had
grown richer without making the animals
themselves any richer- except, of course,for the
pigs and dogs.
-Animal Farm, George Orwell
Here and there in the wastes of ocean a swimmer
was seen.
-Virgil
Flies spread disease: keep yours closed.
-Anonymous
Free governments rest onfree men armed.
-Aristotle

I can mend the break of day, heal a broken heart,
andprovide temporary relief to nymphomaniacs.
--Larry Lee

Nothing is impossible for the man who doesn ’ t
have to do it himseg
-A.H. Weiler
A committee is a cul-de-sac down which ideas

are lured and then quietly strangled.
-Sir Barnett Cocks

Why don’t you write books people can read?
-Nora Joyce to her husband, James
Let him who desires peace, prepare for war.
--Vegetius
Publish and be damned.
-Arthur Wellesley, Duke ofEllington
Some luck lies in not getting what you thought
you wanted but getting what you have, which
once you have got it you may be smart enough to
see is what you would have wanted had you
known.
-Garrison Keillor

